Assembly Instructions for Support Channels

Parts by Carton

| A | Support Channel  
(length differs for each model)  
Qty: 1 or 2 |
|---|---|

| B | #12 x 3/4” Screws  
Qty: 24 or 48 |
|---|---|

Verify that you have all the hardware and tools needed for the assembly.

You will also need:

- #3 tip Phillips screwdriver or drill bit

1. Attach Support Channel

   a. If you have only one Support Channel, position it on the longer side of the worksurface, approximately 4 inches from the back edge.

      If you have two Support Channels, similarly position the second one on the shorter (or other equal) side of the worksurface, approximately 4 inches from the back edge.

      \[\text{If the Channel is being attached to the side that contains the workcenter’s control box, be sure to attach the control box first, as close to the back edge of the worksurface as possible, to allow room for the Channel.}\]

   b. Be sure all cables between legs are within Channel and are not trapped under Channel edge, then attach Channels using screws provided.